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We are pleased to welcome you to the "2nd European Heart Congress" after the successful completion of the series of Euro Heart Congress. The congress is scheduled to take place in the beautiful city of London, UK, on October 12-13, 2020. This Euro Heart 2020 conference will provide you with an exemplary research experience and huge ideas.

The perspective of the Euro Heart 2020 Conference is to set up transplant research to help people understand how treatment techniques have advanced and how the field has developed in recent years.

Euro Heart 2020 meeting will be staffed with organizers with many professional attributes of great quality, and the selected venue will allow conference speakers and attendees opportunities to engage in collaborative efforts while learning more about some of the current trends and research practices applied to address factors relative to cardiovascular health. The Euro Heart 2020 meeting has extended global outreach efforts to invite speakers and attendees from many nations around the world, who have an opportunity to witness the results of quality research efforts provided by attending world renowned cardiologists, cardiovascular specialists, physicians, health educators, and researchers. Such research efforts will place an emphasis on cardiovascular preventive medicine, research, epidemiology, and treatment practices. The assembling of this event will be dealt with around the subject “A Changed Outlook in Cardiology and Healthcare”.

Occasions identified with cardiology have a wide extension scope throughout the world. These major logical occasions come up completely examined to proffer the best prospect for the academicians regarding joint efforts to embrace the International workshops to introduce their examination, and exchange experts, showing their items and administrations and B2B networking. The logical meetings incorporate oral and publication introductions, courses, and workshops from the experts working in the field of cardiology.

People who have missed attending the past conference are most welcome to present your research ideas at the Euro Heart 2020 conference. This conference will help you improve networking with eminent people in the field of cardiology.
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